PAPER
PUT INTO YELLOW BAG
Recycle at curbside or deposit
Clean and dry paper only
Do NOT place into Yellow Bag

CONTAINERS
PUT INTO BLUE BOX
Recycle at curbside or deposit
Simply and rinse containers
Do NOT place into Blue Box

GLASS
PUT INTO GREY BOX
Recycle at curbside or deposit
Empty and rinse-glass bottles and jars
Do NOT place into Grey Box

FOAM PACKAGING
Put into depot.

PLASTIC BAGS AND OVERWRAP
Put into depot.

OTHER FLEXIBLE PLASTIC PACKAGING
Put into depot.

NEWRECYCLING COLLECTION QUESTIONS?
Emterra Environmental is Recycle BC’s curbside collection partner in North Vancouver. For questions about collection zones, missed pick-ups, holiday schedules, and recycling, contact
Emterra Environmental
Phone: 604-448-4805
Email: NV.CSR@emterra.ca

NEARBY DEPOTS
North Vancouver Bottle & Return-It Depot
30 Riverside Dr, North Vancouver
604-924-3889

North Vancouver Return & Reuse Depot
638 North Road, North Vancouver
604-986-7770

North Shore Recycling and Waste Centre
21 Panorama Rd, North Vancouver
604-981-0701

London Drugs - Park Royal*
Find your nearest depot location at:
RecycleBC.ca/Depots

ABOUT RECYCLE BC
Recycle BC is a not-for-profit organization responsible for residential recycling and paper recycling management in the province of British Columbia. Recycle BC manages your household materials on your behalf, and responsibility is due to programs over 100 businesses that include retailers, manufacturers and retailers that supply packaging and paper to BC residents, shifting costs away from homeowners.

For more information visit:
RecycleBC.ca

EMTERRA ENVIRONMENTAL – THE PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNER
Emterra is a private sector partner working with Recycle BC to make North Vancouver more sustainable. Emterra provides services that increase recycling, reduce waste and save money.

Ecorecycle – THE PUBLIC SECTOR PARTNER
Ecorecycle is the public sector partner working with Recycle BC to make North Vancouver more sustainable. Ecorecycle provides services that increase recycling, reduce waste and save money.

For more information visit:
RecycleBC.ca/Us

ENSURE MORE MATERIALS ARE RECYCLED AND KEPT OUT OF LANDFILL BY REMEMBERING THESE PRO-TIPS:

1. Line your bag. All your yellow bag items must be in a bag. Simply place your contents inside a bag before placing them on top of your recycling bag. This prevents outside waste from getting into your bag and thus your bag going to landfill.
2. Make sure your bag is not too big. If your bag is too big for your yellow bag, flatten and cut excess cardboard to 76cm x 76cm. Stack your bag if you have more than one bag. Stack your bags next to each other before placing inside your bag.
3. Make sure your bag is clean and dry. Empty and rinse all recycling containers and your garbage/glass bag before placing in yellow bag.
4. Line your blue bag. All your blue bag items must be in a bag. Simply place your contents inside a bag before placing them on top of your recycling bag. This prevents outside waste from getting into your bag and thus your bag going to landfill.
5. Make sure your bag is not too big. If your bag is too big for your blue bag, flatten and cut excess cardboard to 76cm x 76cm. Stack your bag if you have more than one bag. Stack your bags next to each other before placing inside your bag.
6. Make sure your bag is clean and dry. Empty and rinse all recycling containers and your garbage/glass bag before placing in blue bag.

For more information visit:
RecycleBC.ca